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Abstract. RFID systems are composed by tags (also known as electronic labels) storing an identification sequence which can be wirelessly retrieved by an
interrogator, and transmitted to the network through middleware and database information systems. In the case of the EPC Gen2 technology, RFID tags are not
provided with on-board batteries. They are passively powered through the radio
frequency waves of the interrogators. Tags are also assumed to be of low-cost
nature, meaning that they shall be available at a very reduced price (predicted for
under 10 US dollar cents in the literature). The passive and low-cost nature of
EPC Gen2 tags imposes several challenges in terms of power consumption and
integration of defense countermeasures. Like many other pervasive technologies,
EPC Gen2 might yield to security and privacy violations if not handled properly.
In this chapter, we provide an in-depth presentation of the RFID layer of the EPC
Gen2 standard. We also provide security and privacy threats that can affect such
a layer, and survey some representative countermeasures that could be used to
handle the reported threats. Some of the reported efforts were conducted within
the scope of the ARES project.
Keywords: RFID, EPC Gen2, Security, Privacy, Threats, Countermeasures.
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Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is an automatic identification method
for retrieving digital information without physical contact or line-of-sight, that is revolutionizing the manner in which objects and people can be identified by computers [1].
Tagging objects or even people with smart labels (the so called RFID tags) emitting
identifying information in form of binary modulated signal, is the way computers can
actually understand the presence of objects. RFID technology is the closest approach
to the ubiquitous computing [2] or the future Internet of Things. RFID labels are frequently referred as the next generation barcodes. Although the utility is the same (the
identification of an object), RFID offers two main advantages over conventional barcode
systems. On the one hand, optical barcodes only indicates the generic product, whereas

an RFID tag can identify the item (being able to distinguish different objects from the
same product). On the other hand, there is no need of line-of-sight. Thus, while optical
barcodes must be identified one by one, RFID tags can be read much faster, without
human intervention and in large quantities [1, 3].
The unassisted wireless identification makes the RFID very attractive in areas like
product traceability, inventorying or personal identification, but it also creates setbacks.
Like the rest of wireless information technologies, RFID information transferred between sender and receiver is not completely secure. The air interface is much more
insecure than the wired one, because the only presence of an attacker in the communication area gives him the opportunity to obtain information in a malicious way. The
scarce available energy on tags, and the limited computational capabilities of tags are
also determinant for security in RFID. In addition, RFID is very related with personal
identification. Imagine, for instance, a medical application in wich the patient is using
RFID tagged drugs. With some trivial techniques [3, 4], it will not be difficult to link patients and drugs by simply eavesdropping the exchange of messages at the RFID layer.
Privacy issues must, therefore, be considered.
In this chapter, we describe those aformentioned threats and survey current countermeasures to handle them. We focus our interest on a particular RFID technology,
namely the Electronic Product Code Class 1 Generation 2 (EPC Gen2) [5] standard.
EPC Gen2 is a low-cost passive RFID technology for UHF, designed by EPCglobal
[6] and developed in the MIT Auto-ID labs. This technology is being widespread in
the retail industry [7], and also other sectors [8], thanks to the reduced price of their
tags. EPC Gen2 was designed giving priority to reduce the price by means of a very
simple performance [3]. Indeed, the price is the main reason for the industry to adopt
or to refuse a technology. It is not a coincidence that the EPC technology appearance
coincided with the explosion of RFID adoption in the retail industry [9], because tag
price should not increase the product cost [3]. It can be said that a small area chip (thus
a few logical gates) and no battery on-board (thus using radio frequency waves to energize the tag) will be a cheap tag. But that also means that there is almost no place
for additional capabilities in the chip like security mechanisms. In fact, security measures implemented on those devices are scarce and are basically reduced to the use of
pseudorandom number generators and short passwords [1].
Chapter Organization: Section 2 introduces the EPC Gen2 technology characteristics.
Section 3 presents our classification of threats. Section 4 surveys recent conuntermeasures to handle the threats. Section 5 closes the chapter.

2

The EPC Gen2 Standard

The EPC technology is based on the use of RFID. This technology is intended to be the
successor of the nowadays ubiquitous barcodes. Designed in the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Auto-ID Labs, and developed by the EPCGlobal consortium [6], the
EPC technology represents the key component of an architecture known as EPCglobal
Network [5]. The main components of the RFID system are the electronic labels or tags,
the readers and the Information Systems (IS) e.g. middleware, databases and servers.

The main goal of this architecture is the object-in-motion automatic identification in the
supply chain and factory production.
The EPC Gen2 tags are passive devices powered by the electronic field generated
by the reader, due to the absence of on-board batteries. A summary of their properties is
provided in Table 1. EPC Gen2 tags work worldwide on the ultra high frequency (UHF)
band between 860 and 960 MHz, depending on the RF regulations for each continent.
The communication range between tags and readers depends on the electric field, thus,
it may vary depending on the power supply and antenna design, but also on the kind of
surface where the tag is placed. RFID tags are intended to be deployed widely so they
must be cheap. EPC Gen2 Tags are composed by two main elements, the Integrated
Circuit (IC) and the antenna.

Table 1. EPC Gen2 tags main properties
Identification
Communication range
Tag power consumption
Frequency (Europe)
Tags Tx ratio
Tags Rx ratio
Identifications per second

96 bit
∼5m
∼ 10 µW
865-868 MHz (UHF)
40 - 640 kbps
26.7 - 128 kbps
∼ 200

The IC is based on a state machine model that processes and stores the RFID information. The antenna is intended to receive and transmit RFID signals, and also to
energize the IC. In a low-cost RFID system, like EPC Gen2, the tags are very simple and resource limited, allowing to reduce their cost under the 10 cents of US dollar
[10]. This reduction on the tag cost is proportional to the size of the silicon IC. The
typical measure of space in silicon ICs is the gate equivalent (GE) that is equivalent
to a boolean two-input NAND gate. The estimations on available GE for EPC Gen2
implementations are around 10,000 GE [11, 12].
The EPC Gen2 system communication model is common to other low-cost RFID
systems where the reader (or radio-frequency interrogator) talks first. EPC Gen2 tags
are passive and power dependent from the reader to respond the queries. The communication between tag and reader in the EPC Gen2 system is organized in three stages. In
the Selection and Inventorying stages, the reader initiates the communication sending
identification queries. The available tags in the communication range respond with a 16bit provisional identifier extracted from the on-board pseudorandom number generator.
When the reader acknowledges the provisional identifier, each single tag sends an identification sequence. The EPC Gen2 standard defines the identification sequence with 96
bits [5], but other identification sizes can be used depending on the tag manufacturer. If
the reader manages to access or modify the tag memory content at this point, the Access
stage is started. In the remainder of this section we introduce the main properties of the
EPC Gen2 technology assumed in this chapter.

2.1

Tag Memory Details

An EPC Gen2 tag memory is logically divided into four banks (cf. Table 2):
– Reserved: This memory block shall contain the 32-bit access and kill passwords. If
these passwords are not specified, a logic zero is stored on that memory area. Tags
with a non zero access password have to receive that value before transitioning to a
secure state.
– EPC: This block contains the Protocol Control (PC) bits and the 96-bit identification code (denoted as EPC) that identifies the tag. This memory block also contain
a CRC-16 (defined in ISO/IEC 13,239) checksum of the PC and EPC codes.
– TID: This area of memory shall contain an 8-bit ISO/IEC 15,693 class identifier.
Moreover, sufficient information to identify the custom commands and optional
features supported by the tag is also specified in this memory block.
– User: This memory block is not mandatory thus, the block size is not specified
in the standard. Instead, the User memory is factory-configured depending on the
manufacturer.

Table 2. EPC Gen2 tag’s memory logic map
User:

Optional

TID:

TID [15:0]
TID [31:16]

EPC:

XPC W1 [15:0]
EPC [15:0]
..
.
EPC [95:79]
PC [15:0]
CRC [15:0]

Reserved: Access Password [15:0]
Access Password [31:16]
Kill Password [15:0]
Kill Password [31:16]

2.2

Communication Protocol and Processes

EPC Gen2 tags do not have a power source. Instead, tags are passively powered following a very basic protocol. Tags can only respond after a message is sent by the
reader. Regarding the physical layer, the reader powers up the tag by transmitting a
radio frequency (RF) continuous wave to the tag, and the tag backscatters a signal to
the reader using the modulation of the reflection coefficient of its antenna. RFID passive tags are powered through the electromagnetic waves received from the interrogator.
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reader using the modulation of the reflection coefficient of its antenna.
RFID passive tags are powered through the electromagnetic waves
received from the interrogator. Only a small fraction of the power
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Fig. 1. At five meters, an EPC Gen2 tag receives around 100 µW from the reader

The communication between reader and tags in the EPC Gen2 protocol is organized
in reader stages and tag states. Next, the three reader stages are described (cf. Figure 2):
– Select: In this stage, the reader selects a subset of the tag population in the communication range for inventory and access using one or more Select commands.

– Inventory: The process by which a reader identifies tags. An inventory round is
initialized by the reader sending Query commands. One or more tags may reply,
thus, the tags use an anti-collision protocol to avoid collisions [5]. After selection
the tag loads a random slot counter between zero and 2Q − 1 (with 0 ≤ Q ≤ 15, automatically adjusted or user-defined) decreasing one unit for each Query command
reception. When the counter reaches the value zero, the tag initiates the reply. If the
reader detects a single tag reply, it requests the identification from the tag. Figure 3
shows an example of a reader inventorying a single tag.
– Access: The process by which a reader modifies or reads individual tags’ memory
areas. This stage can only be initiated after a successful inventory process.
The following paragraphs describe each of the possible tag states (cf. Figure 4):
– Ready: After being energized, a tag enters in the ready state. The tag shall remain
in this ready state until it receives a Query command. Tag loads a Q-bit number
from its pseudorandom number generator, and transitions to the arbitrate state if
the number is non-zero, or to the reply state if the number is zero.
– Arbitrate: A tag in an arbitrate state shall decrement its slot counter every time
it receives a QueryRep, transitioning to the reply state and backscattering a 16-bit
identifier (hereinafter denoted as RN16) when its slot counter reaches zero.
– Reply: A tag shall backscatter a RN16, once entering in the reply state.
– Acknowledged: If a tag in the reply state receives a valid acknowledge (Ack), it
shall transition to the acknowledge state, backscattering its PC, EPC, and CRC-16.
Otherwise, the tag returns to the arbitrate state.
– Open: After receiving a Req RN command, a tag in the acknowledge state whose
access password is non-zero shall transition to the open state. The tag backscatters
a new RN16 that both reader and tag shall use in subsequent messages. Tags in an
open state can execute all access commands except Lock and may transition to any
state except acknowledge.

Reader

Tag
ready

select

arbitrate
reply

inventory

acknowledged
open

access

secured
killed

Fig. 2. Reader stages and tag states for the EPC Gen2 protocol

EPC Gen2
Reader

Tag

Select
Query, Adjust, Rep
RN16
Ack(RN16)
Identification

Fig. 3. Example of Select and Inventory process

– Secured: A tag in the acknowledge state, and holding an access password with zero
value, shall transition to the secured state, upon receiving a Req RN command. The
tag backscatters a new RN16 that both reader and tag shall use in future messages.
A tag in the open state, with an access password different to the zero value, shall
transition to a secured state, after receiving a valid access command. It should include the same handle that was previously backscattered when the tag transitioned
from the acknowledge state to the open state. Tags in the secured state can execute
all access commands and may transition to any state except the open or acknowledge state.
– Killed: Once a kill password is received by a tag in either the open state or the
secured state, it shall enter the killed state. Kill permanently disables a tag. A tag
shall notify the reader that the killed operation was successful, and shall not respond
to any further interrogation thereafter.

3

Classification of Threats

As many other communication systems, the RFID level of the EPC Gen2 standard can
be affected by threats concerning the security of the information managed by the system, and the privacy of users holding tagged objects. For this reason, it is important to
determine the nature of these threats and identify the possible adversaries, to be able
to analyze the security measures to adopt and under which circumstances shall be implemented. Threats targetting the security and privacy of the transmitted information in
an EPC Gen2 system, are specified by the tagged object intrinsic value, or the derived
value from the correlation of the tag identification with the user being identified [14].
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Fig. 4. EPC Gen2 tag state diagram extracted from [5]

3.1

Adversary Model and General Definitions

Prior to listing the threats, we provide some necessary definitions, such as communication parameters and expected adversary powers. We also define the abilities and goals
for both parties. We start by listing the set of entities assumed in our system scenarios,
and their main parameters.
– Authorized reader: A reader registered in the system, being able to access the tag
restricted memory contents. We assume that an authorized reader can read and write
in the tags.
– Legitimate tag: A tag registered in the information systems (IS), previously identified by an authorized reader.
– Non authorized reader: A reader not registered in the IS, but having access to the
EPC Gen2 communication range.
– Illegitimate tag: Fraudulent tag accessing the EPC Gen2 system communication
range. For example, a cloned tag is an illegitimate tag identification copied from a
legitimate tag.
We define now some of the channel properties. We recall that in any EPC Gen2
setup, the identification tags are energized from the output power of the reader through
radio-frequency waves. The communication channels are defined next, paying attention
at possible security issues:
– Reader-tag channel: Communication from reader to tag. To achieve the maximum
communication distance of ten meters, transmission from reader is performed at a
higher power (2 - 4W) compared with the tag transmission (≈ 10−4 W). Because
of this, the reader-tag channel can be eavesdropped from hundreds of meters from
the transmission point [3]. The EPC Gen2 communications protocol solves this
issue giving the option to encrypt the information sent from reader to tag with a
one-time-pad cover coding technique.
– Tag-reader channel: Communication from tag to reader. Since the tag performance
is powered by the reader backscattered power signal, the on-board computation resources are scarce. In fact, the tag-reader channel is mainly used, besides the tag
identification, for reader commands acknowledgment and the transmission of the
pseudorandom number generated nonces used to encrypt the reader-tag communication. In this sense, the weak tag-reader channel is used to exchange the ciphering
keystream between reader and tag. Hence, all the information transmitted by the
tag is in plaintext.
We have seen in Section 2 that the EPC Gen2 standard defines three basic stages for
the communication between readers and tags: select, inventory and access, and a number of possible tag states for each communication stage. Select and inventory stages are
related to the tag identification process, which is the basic functionality of the system.
If the tag memory content has to be modified, then the Access Stage is necessary. The
two basic interaction models between tag and reader are described next.
– Identification: To identify a tag, an EPC Gen2 reader uses two different stages. First
the reader selects all the available tags in the communication vicinity in the stage

known as Selection. To perform the identification of individual tags, the reader
starts the Inventorying processes sending query commands to the selected tags (legitimate or illegitimate, due to the absence of authentication processes at this stage).
The tags respond sequentially by using an anti-collision technique, sending its identifier in plaintext. At this point, the identification process is finished.
– Access: Once the tag has been identified, a reader (authorized or non authorized)
activates the process to access the tag memory content to read or write in it. Access
queries to an EPC Gen2 tag memory are: read, lock, blockwrite, blockerase and
block permalock. Access queries with the one-time-pad encryption mechanism are:
write, kill and access [5].
We move now to define some of the parameters related to the adversary entities.
For the EPC Gen2 system adversary model, a larger distance between tags and readers
than the tag-reader communication range is assumed (unless the contrary is specified).
The reason to prioritize the threats over the tag-reader channel is due to the chance of
eavesdropping the information of the reader-tag channel from hundreds of meters away
by using a compatible EPC Gen2 equipment. The following list of related definitions
are based on [15].
– Attack: Attempt to gain unauthorized access to a service, resource, or information;
or the attempt to compromise the integrity, availability, or confidentiality. Note that
success is not necessary.
– Attacker, intruder or adversary: Originator of an attack.
– Vulnerability: Weakness in the system security design, implementation, configuration or limitations that could be exploited.
– Threat: Any circumstance or event (such as the existence of an attacker and vulnerabilities) with the potential to adversely impact a system through a security breach.
– Risk: Probability that an attacker will exploit a particular vulnerability, causing
harm to a system asset.
– Passive adversary: Is the entity trying to exploit a vulnerability inside the system to
execute the threat [16]. It is limited to eavesdrop information in the communication
range without leaving presence evidences in the system.
– Active adversary: Like the passive adversary, but able to transmit and receive information in the communication range. In the case of being placed in the tag-reader
communication range, an active adversary is able to modify the tag memory content.
We move now to provide some basic weaknesses related to the wireless communication channel, and the lack of security measures for the information exchange between
readers and tags. Although the reader-tag communication can be encrypted, the encryption keys are sent as plaintext data over the tag-reader channel. This fact leads to a
vulnerability being susceptible to be attacked by an adversary.
For example, the use of pseudorandom number generators with poor statistical properties, or a certain degree of predictability, may suppose a serious risk in the communication confidentiality. A non authorized reader may access the reader-tag channel
of authorized readers and legitimate tags, and analyze the generated pseudorandom

sequences predictability in an Access Stage. If the adversary is able to decrypt the
pseudorandom generation mechanism, a simple bitwise XOR operation between the
eavesdropped and the predicted sequences will be enough to reveal the message. In that
way, a non authorized reader in the reader-tag channel range may get access to the tag
reserved memory areas, e.g., the kill and access passwords.
The next step in order to analyze the security of EPC Gen2 systems is to classify
the main threats an adversary can take advantage. These threats are the consequence
of the three basic vulnerabilities that can be pointed out when analyzing an EPC Gen2
system:
– The EPC Gen2 communication channel is weakly protected.
– Any EPC Gen2 compatible reader can obtain information from the tags in the communication channel.
– The tag design is optimized to reduce its cost. The tag capacity is very reduced and
lacks of reliable authentication and security mechanisms.
The remainder of this section describes some important threats to the EPC Gen2 system security, with the corresponding vulnerability to be exploited by an adversary. The
threats are grouped with regard to the targeted properties. First, we present some threats
targeting confidentiality and privacy properties. Second, threats targeting integrity properties. Finally, threats tageting availability. A more detailed and methodological analysis
of the threats is available in [16].
3.2

Eavesdropping, Rogue Scanning and Privacy Threats

In any passive RFID system, the reader provides a strong power signal to energize the
tags. In the EPC Gen2 technology, this fact has a major relevance, since the tags may
reply from larger distances. Illegitimate collection of traffic might be slightly protected
by reducing the transmission power or by sheltering the area. It is, although, theoretically possible to conduct eavesdropping attacks. Two main types of eavesdropping are
possible: (1) forward eavesdropping and (2) backward eavesdropping. Forward eavesdropping often refers to the passive collection of queries and commands sent from readers to tags, e.g., collection of queries and acknowledgments (cf. Steps 1 and 3) depicted
in Figure 5. Backward eavesdropping refers to the passive collection of responses sent
from tags to readers, e.g., collection of control sequences and identifiers (cf. Steps 2 and
4) depicted in Figure 5. Most authors consider that the range for backward eavesdropping could be only of a few meters [17], and probably irrelevant for a real eavesdropping attack. However, the distance at which an attacker can eavesdrop the signal of an
EPC reader can be much longer. In ideal conditions, for example, readers configured to
transmit at maximum output power, the signal could be received from tens of kilometers away. Analysis attacks inferring sensitive information from forward eavesdropping,
for example, analysis of the pseudorandom sequences generated by the tags, are hence
possible. See, for instance, results published in [18, 19], about practical eavesdropping
of control data from EPC Gen2 queries with programmable toolkits, and the analysis of
the obtained sequences to derive statistical artifacts of the tag components (e.g., their
pseudorandom number generators).

1. Query
2. RN16

Reader

3. ACK(RN16)

Tag

4. EPC

Fig. 5. Inventory protocol of an EPC Gen2 tag

Moreover, we have already observed in previous sections that any compatible Gen2
reader can access the EPC tags, and request their information. These operations are not
properly authenticated. Therefore, it is also possible the unauthorized presence of readers in the reader-tag channel with the goal of performing fraudulent scanning of tags,
i.e., performing rogue scanning attacks [17]. Although the distance at which an attacker
can perform a rogue scanning is considerably shorter than the distance for eavesdropping the reader queries, the use of special hardware (e.g., highly sensitive receivers and
high gain antennas) could enable rogue scanning attacks at larger distances. This clearly
affects to the confidentiality of the transmitted data, which becomes highly vulnerable.
Indeed, the rogue scanning threat is specially relevant because the identification code
of an EPC Gen2 may reveal sensible information such as the brand, model or product
cost of the tagged object. Also the production or distribution strategies from a company
can be obtained. In that way the adversary may obtain an economic benefit from selling
this information for industrial espionage reasons [20].
Observe that the lack of a strong authentication process in the EPC Gen2 technology has serious consequences to the privacy of tagged object bearers. The unauthorized
interrogations of EPC Gen2 tags shall give attackers unique opportunities for the collection of personal information (and without the consent of the bearer). This can also
lead location tracking or surveillance of the object bearers. An attacker can distinguish
any given tag by just taking into account the EPC number. Therefore, when the tags are
used to identify people or wearable objects (like clothes), threats to the privacy shall be
considered and properly handled [4].
3.3

Tampering, Spoofing and Counterfeiting Concerns

EPC Gen2 tags are required to be writable [21]. To protect the tags from unauthorized activation of the writing process, tags implement an on-board access control routine, based on the use of 32-bit passwords. Other integrity actions, such as the selfdestruction routine of EPC Gen2 tags, are also protected by 32-bit passwords. Via the

access control routine, it is possible to permanently lock or disable this harmful operation. In fact, tags are often locked by default in most of today’s EPC applications,
and must be unlocked by legitimate readers. Forward eavesdropping can be used by
passive adversaries in order to deriving and unlocking such process [18]. Other techniques to retrieve the passwords have also been reported in the literature. For example,
in [22] the authors present a mechanism to retrieve passwords by simply analyzing the
radio signals sent from readers to tags. Although the proof-of-concept implementation
of this technique is only available for Gen1 tags [21], the authors state that Gen2 tags
are equally vulnerable.
The aforementioned attacks enabled by retrieving the passwords, that protect the
writing of EPC Gen2 tags, can also be used to obtain the legitimate tag identification. This information can be reproduced on illegitimate tags, for example by means
of skimming attacks [23]. If the tag-reader communication channel can be reached, a
non authorized reader may perform active attacks like replay or scanning to obtain the
information directly from the tags. Similarly, and once bypassed the password-driven
routines, an EPC Gen2 authorized reader is not able to distinguish an illegitimate tag
from a legitimate one. This vulnerability of the EPC Gen2 system represents a threat
known as counterfeiting, since the memory of a tag can be easily modified or reproduced in the tag memory of a falsified product, what would turn into a tag cloning
operation. At the same time, in a personal access system based on the EPC Gen2 technology, the identity of a person can be impersonated cloning its tag to an illegitimate
one, receiving the access privileges from the impersonated person. In the context of a
pharmaceutical supply chain, corrupting data in the memory of EPC tags can also be
dangerous: the supply of medicines with wrong information, or delivered to the wrong
patients, can lead to situations where a sick person could take the wrong drugs.
3.4

Denial of Service and related Availability Concerns

The aim of denial of service (DoS) threats is to restrict or reduce the availability of an
information system. Regarding an EPC Gen2 system, a DoS implies leaving inoperative
the communication channel (either reader-to-tag or tag-to-reader channels) by making
non-viable the exchange of information.
A DoS can be done in different ways. For example, taking as a reference the model
introduced in Section 2, a radio-frequency transmitter generating noise (jamming attack) between the 865 and 868 MHz frequencies in the reader-tag channel, fills all the
EPC Gen2 wireless channels avoiding authorized readers to identify the tags placed in
the communication area. Even with a non-authorized reader in the reader-tag channel
constantly performing identification queries, that will considerably reduce the reading
efficiency of the authorized readers, delaying the system’s inventorying process. In additon, the aforementioned attacks to the integrity of the tags (cf. Section 3.3), i.e., enabled
by retrieving the tag passwords, can be used to destroy the data stored on-board of the
tags, or simply to the destroy the tag itsefl [24]. Tag information can also be destroyed
by devices that send strong electromagnetic pulses. Devices, such as the RFID-zapper
[25], have been presented in the literature with such purpose. Similar effects can be
obtained via de-synchronization of flawed RFID protocols [3]. Such techniques aim
at misusing to the logic of the high-level protocols, rather than the on-board security

primitives. Most cases show the lack of formality during the verification phase of new
security techniques for low-cost RFID technologies, and can benefit from the use of
formal verification [26].

4

Sample Countermeasures to Handle the Threats

EPC Gen2 security tools included in the standard [5] are basically an access password
to protect certain areas of the tag memory, and pseudorandom nonces to cipher specific access commands. Additionally, low-cost RFID security related literature, brings
security improvement solutions by modifying the communication protocols or the chip
capabilities of the EPC Gen2 standard. In the sequel, we survey some of these solutions.
First, we outline a summary of some representative research efforts conducted during
the ARES project to handle those issues reported in Section 3. Then, we conclude with
some other countermeasures proposed in the literature that we consider relevant as future directions for research.
4.1

Efforts Conducted within the Scope of the ARES Project

During the ARES project, several improvements to the security of EPC Gen2 tag primitives and protocols were proposed. We survey some of the contribution in this section.
We classify the contributions in three main lines (lightweight authentication, security
primitives improvement on tags, and secure RFID protocols), according to the types of
threats they intend to address.
Lightweight Authentication: In a first phase, some efforts were made to handle the
lack of authentication behind the eavesdroping and rogue scanning threats, while minimizing the execution of on-tag cryptographic operations. Algorithmic solutions based
on secret-sharing schemes, such as those presented in [27–29] were studied and extended. The main idea is to assume that distributed secrets have been used to encrypt
the EPC identifiers of a series of RFID tags. The necessary cryptographic material is
split in multiple shares and distributed among multiple tags. In order to obtain the identifier of an RFID tag, a reader must collect a minimum number of shares distributed
among some other RFID tags. Authentication is therefore achieved though the dispersion of secrets. The dispersion helps to improve the authentication process between
readers and tags, as tags move through a supply chain. Assuming that a given number of shares is necessary for readers to obtain, e.g., the EPCs assigned to a pallet,
a situation where the number of shares obtained by readers is not sufficient to reach
the threshold protects the tags from unauthorized scanning (i.e., unauthorized readers
that cannot obtain the sufficient number of shares cannot obtain the EPCs either). The
approach can be implemented on EPC Gen2 tags without requiring any change to the
current tag specification. An important problem is that privacy concerns, such as location tracking, are not addressed in the solutions reported in [27–29]. Indeed, the shares
used in those approaches are static and can be misused to identify object bearers. This
limitation is addressed in [30]. The extended solution relies on the use of a proactive

anonymous threshold secret sharing scheme. It allows the exchange of blinded information and anonymous self-renewal of shares with secret preservation between asynchronous shareholders, with the aim of mitigating eavesdropping, rogue scanning, and
tracking threats. Readers aiming at obtaining an appropriate share to unlock a tag are
provided with a different new identifier per query. The solution provides the necessary
guarantees to avoid linkability attacks.

Security Primitives Improvement on Tags: In a second phase, a series of contributions to reinforce security primitives on-board of EPC Gen2 tags were presented. Such
contributions aim at addressing situations in which EPC Gen2 primitives, such as pseudorandom number generators and password-protected operations, are misused to put in
place integrity and availability threats (e.g., tampering, spoofing, DoS and other similar
threats). The key idea is the following. If an adversary, eavesdropping previous communications from a legitimate reader, discovers flawed generation of EPC Gen2 control
sequences (i.e., pseudorandom number sequences generated by the on-board generators
of the tags), then he can analyze the sequences to retrieve, e.g., passwords. Assume, for
instance, the protocol description depicted in Figure 6. It presents a simplified description of the protocol steps for requesting and accessing the writing process that modifies
the memory of a Gen2 tag. We assume that a select operation has been completed, in
order to single out a specific tag from the population of tags. It is also assumed that
an inventory query has been completed and that the reader has a valid 16-bit identifier (denoted as RN16 in Figure 5, Steps 2 and 3) to communicate and request further
operations from the tag. Using this random sequence (cf. Figure 6, Step 5), the reader
requests a new descriptor (denoted as Handle in the following steps). This descriptor
is a new random sequence of 16 bits that is used by the reader and tag. Indeed, any
command requested by the reader must include this random sequence as a parameter in
the command. All the acknowledgments sent by the tag to the reader must also include
this random sequence.
Once the reader obtains the Handle descriptor in Step 6, it acknowledges by sending
it back to the tag as a parameter of its query (cf. Step 7). To request the execution of
the writing process, the reader needs first to be granted access by supplying the 32-bit
password that protects the writing routine. This password is actually composed of two
16-bit sequences, denoted in Figure 6 as PIN31:16 and PIN15:0 . To protect the communication of the password, the reader obtains in Steps 8 and 12, two random sequences
of 16 bits, denoted in as RN16’ and RN16”. These two random sequences RN16’ and
RN16” are used by the reader to blind the communication of the password toward the
tag. In Step 9, the reader blinds the first 16 bits of the password by applying an XOR
operation (denoted by the symbol ⊕ in Figure 6) with the sequence RN16’. It sends
the result to the tag, which acknowledges the reception in Step 10. Similarly, the reader
blinds the remaining 16 bits of the password by applying an XOR operation with the
sequence RN16”, and sends the result to the tag in Step 13. The tag acknowledges the
reception in Step 14 by sending a new Handle to the reader. By using the latter, the
reader requests the writing operation in Step 15, which is executed and acknowledged

5. Req_RN(RN16)
6. Handle
7. Req_RN(Handle)
8. RN16'
9. Access(PIN31:16

Reader

RN16')

10. Handle
11. Req_RN(Handle)

Tag

12. RN16''
13. Access(PIN15:0

RN16'')

14. Handle
15. Write(membank,wordptr,
data, handle)
16. Header, Handle

Fig. 6. Writing protocol of an EPC Gen2 tag

by the tag in Step 16. Notice that an attacker can find the 32-bit password that protects
the writing routine. It suffices to intercept sequences RN16’ and RN16”, in Steps 8 and
12, and to apply the XOR operation to the contents of Steps 9 and 13.
In [31, 32], it was reported a flawed 16-bit pseudorandom number generator design presenting the aforementioned vulnerability. The design, based on linear feedback
shift registers (LFSR) for the generation of EPC Gen2 pseudorandom sequences was
presented in [33, 34]. It was demonstrated that the proposal is not appropriate for security purposes, since it does not correctly handle the inherent linearity of LFSRs. A
new scheme to handle the discovered vulnerability was presented in [35, 36]. The new
pseudorandom number generator design, named J3Gen, still based on the use of LFSRs, relies on a multiple-polynomial tap architecture fed by a physical source of randomness. It achieves a reduced computational complexity and low-power consumption
as required by the EPC Gen2 standard. It is intended for security, addressing the onetime-pad cipher unpredictability principle. J3Gen is configurable for other purposes and
scenarios besides EPC Gen2 RFID technologies through two main parameters: LFSR
size and number of polynomials. Its hardware complexity was studied, as well as its
randomness requirements, via a statistical analysis and the power consumption through
an evaluation based on CMOS parameters and SPICE language simulation.

Secure RFID Protocols: In a third phase, it was finally tackled the problem of flawed
designs on protocols that aim at establishing some security properties on RFID environments. Security RFID protocols reported in the literature are often error-prone. A
great number of protocols surveyed in [3] were reported insecure shortly after their
publication. These cases show the lack of formality during the verification phase of
new security techniques for low-cost RFID technologies. In [37], we deepened on this
problem and illustrated how a sample protocol for the EPC Gen2 RFID technology
shall be formally specified with regard to its security requirements. We defined a sample key establishment protocol, and formally verified its conformity to security properties such as authenticity and secrecy. The verification process was conducted by using
the AVISPA/AVANTSSAR model checker frameworks [38, 39]. The goal was to illustrate the appropriate way of ensuring the achievement of security requirements when
specifying a security protocol for the EPC technology, e.g., confidentiality properties,
integrity properties, and availability properties. The proposed protocol was formally
proven to achieve secure data exchange between tags and readers, based on a key generation model adapted to Gen2 RFID tags. Similar techniques could also be used to verify,
as well, reader and tag primitives. Verification frameworks able to quantify weaknesses
of security protocols with regard to dictionary and guessing attacks might also help to
enhance the validity of new security primitives. Some existing work in the literature on
formal verification methods, such as [40–42], seem to head in this direction.
4.2

Complementary Research Directions

We conclude this section with a quick overview of complementary countermeasures
that we consider relevant as future directions for research.
The first direction relies on pursuing measures based on identifier relabeling [3,
43, 44]. In a nutshell, these measures take advantage of the writable nature of EPC
Gen2 tags, in order to avoid the eavesdropping and spoofing threats. Both relabeling
and indetifier (hereinafter denoted as ID) encryption respond to the same idea: to link
in a secured database the real tag ID and a pseudo ID that can be a simple pseudonym
or an encryption of the valid ID. Once the pseudonym is computed, it is written in the
tag ID memory. Both pseudonym and real ID are stored in a secured database to be
accessible by the system. This measure does not solve a possible counterfeiting attack
to, e.g., an end-user EPC Gen2 application or any other context where tags cannot be
rewritten. DoS is not solved by this measure, either, since tags loose their performance
properties.
It could also be interesting to study physical protection of tags. Solutions such as
the shielding of tags (e.g., by using a metallic bag) is proposed in [45] to avoid the
activation of the tag response. Also printing on tagged objects the identifier codified
in, e.g. a barcode as proposed in [46], can be understood as a backup of the legitimate
identifiers, avoiding possible spoofing or counterfeiting threats, as well as DoS. Physical
solutions could be an appropriate complement to the use of message authentication
codes (MAC). The goal is to improve the integrity of the information stored in the tag.
For instance, assuming a 96-bit identifier, we can use 50 bits to manage the tag ID in an
EPC Gen2 application chain, and the remaining 46 bits can still be used to protect the
main ID content, so to detect possible counterfeiting threats. The use of a hash function

with a key k (only known by a given trusted party) can be a useful option to obtain the
authentication code. This way, the final ID (96 bits) would be the result of concatenating
the original ID, with the result of applying a hash function with key k to the XOR sum
of k and ID50bits :
ID96bits = ID50bits |Hk (ID50bits ⊕ k)46bits
The operation can be done by the readers or backend servers of an EPC Gen2 application, and the result stored in the tag ID memory. Naturally, brute force attacks can
eventually reveal the stored key. However, using an appropriate diversity of keys can
improve the data integrity of most practical systems.
Some research efforts are also necessary in the field of trust, e.g., efforts with regard
to trust properties of the system setups. Following the Trusted Tag Relation defined in
[47], a tag is validated by an authorized party by scanning the tagged element (e.g., by
reading a tagged letter with a hand-held RFID reader connected to a back-end system).
Once scanned, a status flag is marked as valid. The following operations in the chain
of Gen2 elements would simply trust on the information provided by the scanned tag
only if the step-before has been validated. This measure helps to identify more easily
counterfeiting actions. However, it is not suitable for eavesdropping or spoofing actions
because the tag is not modified in all the process. It does not handle either the DoS
threat, since readers would probably stop working correctly. Some improvements on
the Trusted Tag Relation method have been presented in [48] and [49], based on a
probabilistic identification protocol using collaborative readers.

5

Conclusion

EPC Gen2 systems represent one of the most pervasive technologies in the ICT field.
The main feature of the EPC Gen2 technology is the tag reduced price (predicted to be
under 10 US dollar cents) which means a compromise between cost and functionality.
If moreover the communication between tags and readers is made in a potentially insecure channel, and that any compatible reader can access the communication between
tags and readers in its communication range, the EPC Gen2 system communication
has the risk of attacks on the security of the communications and the privacy of those
individuals holding tagged object.
This chapter has surveyed the main characteristics of the EPC Gen2 technology
and presented some of the threats and concerns reported in the related literature. It has
also outlined a summary of some representative research efforts conducted during the
ARES project to handle those reported theats. Particular emphasis has been made on
the uniqueness of the EPC Gen2 system communications model, that only provides
very basic measures for protecting the content transmitted in the reader-tag channel.
The main results of this research were presented in [20, 30–32, 16, 12, 35–37, 18, 19,
50–56]. Finally, some other interesting countermeasures proposed in the literature have
also been outlined. Measures such as ID relabeling or encryption can be applied in some
cases due to the uniqueness of the EPC Gen2 characteristics and related applications,
e.g., medical applications, to protect privacy properties.
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